29th – 31st March 2021 – Virtual Summit
8th April 2021 – Invite-Only Executive Day
Central Time (CDT)

WHY ATTEND THE EVENT?
Operational Excellence in Financial Services is a must-attend event for thought leaders in OPEX, change management & business transformation, who are
looking to stay ahead of the curve in the continuously changing financial services industry.
With customer priorities and requirements shifting, a new agile pace of decision-making and service delivery, digital preference acceleration, and fintech &
neobank competition becoming fiercer, the spotlight is on the financial services industry. In the wake of economic disruption, we are tasked with building
organizations that are stable, yet innovative; agile, yet risk-prepared, and; cutting edge, yet resource-savvy.
We invite you to gain leading insight on empowering the workforce, executing impactful transformation programs, delivering beyond customer
expectations, and integrating technology to take your OPEX programs to the next level.

WHO ATTENDS THE EVENT?
Leaders and executives in fields including, but not limited to:
Operational excellence, Process excellence, Business transformation, Continuous Improvement, Digital Transformation, Performance excellence, Culture
transformation, Change management, Agile/Lean/Six Sigma, Strategy, Innovation, Culture and RPA.

WHAT CAN I EXPECT FROM THE EVENT?
INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS - 29 March

KEYNOTE AUDITORIUM – 30-31 March

Join our deep-dive activity-based workshops, where you will meet in
exclusive and limited groups for a whole hour. You will be reflecting,
sharing and learning in close-knit groups with your peers on key
challenges, priorities and opportunities in OPEX.

Attend the main two conference days absolutely free of charge!
Listen to insight-driven case studies and thought-provoking panel
discussions featuring leaders from some of America’s forefront
financial institutions. Interact through Q&A to pose your questions
and understand how you can make these winning strategies work
for you.

INVITE-ONLY EXECUTIVE DAY - 8 April

THE EXPERIENCE

An exclusive, invite-only day led by financial services executives, for
financial services executives. Participate in collaborative discussions with
your peers and select from our best-in-breed solution provider partners to
fill your itinerary with consultative 1:1 meetings.

Get the full conference experience from the comfort of your own home.
Access world-class content, both live and on-demand. Visit the virtual
exhibition hall to watch solution-demonstrations, access industry
literature, and speak with our highly-recommended solution providers.
Don’t forget to visit the networking area where you can chat, video call
and arrange meetings with your peers!

A SNAPSHOT: 2020 IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

The most commonly used AI technologies are: RPA (36%) for structured
operational tasks; virtual assistants or conversational interfaces (32%)
for customer service divisions; and, machine learning techniques (25%)
to detect fraud and support underwriting and risk management. (1)

In the first few months of COVID-19, use of online and mobile banking channels across
countries has increased by an estimated 20-50% and is expected to continue at this
higher level once the pandemic subsides. Across diverse global markets, between 15-45%
of consumers expect to cut back on branch visits following the end of the crisis. (2)
Branch closures led to call volumes spiking by one-third and wait times more than
tripling between December 2019 and April 2020. (3)
Today, while physical presence remains important, convenience also correlates with the
ease, speed, and simplicity of an omnichannel experience. (4)

Age is no longer a differentiator when it comes to digital banking preferences.
Younger consumers in key Western markets are finding it difficult to obtain
credit, while almost half of consumers age 55 or older have concerns about
having adequate retirement income. Among UK SMEs, roughly half express
greater urgency to provide online payments. (5)

Monday 29th March, 2021 – Workshop Day
Central Time (CDT)
10:00am – Workshop A
The Three Pillars of Winning Business Transformation
- Discussing business transformation from the holistic perspective of people, process and technology as a package to create change
- Share best practices for creating an integrated transformation program and connect the missing points that bring the three pillars together
- Take a deep dive into the innovative framework used to structure a transformation strategy that leaves no stone unturned
Michael Meyer, Vice President, Customer Experience & Operational Excellence, Greater New York Insurance Companies
11:00am – Break
11:30am CST – Workshop B
Intelligent Automation Solutions that Deliver Breakthrough Improvement
- Assess the application of Intelligent Automation in financial services, understand what it means to become an AI-first enterprise
- Discuss the OPEX building blocks required to take your individual automation projects enterprise-wide
- Share success stories for shaping a digital workforce, implementing the platforms and building-out processes to facilitate the transition
12:30pm – Break
1:00pm – Workshop C
Making Tech Work for OPEX: The Role of an OPEX Practitioner in the Digital Transformation Age
If you have worked improving processes, quality and operational performance, then you will be hearing or reading about the next wave…digital
transformation. You may be asking yourself some key questions.
 Is the OPEX practitioner role still relevant?






How will it evolve?
What skills will be required?
Should I change my approach?
Are methodologies such as PDCA, DMAIC or Theory of constraint still applicable?

This session will share collective thoughts, experiences and learnings to develop insight on how we should evolve as OPEX practitioners.
Michel Farmer, Director, Segmentation and Client Experience, Business Development Bank of Canada
2:00pm – Break
2:30pm – Workshop D
Developing Skillsets for the Future of Financial Services
- Shaping the culture, managing change and soft skills development in transformation
- Bring people up to speed with accessing, using and optimizing process improvement methods and tools
- Achieve authentic end-to-end buy-in for focusing skills development in enabling technology
3:30pm – Finish

Tuesday 30th March, 2021 – Conference Day 1
Central Time (CDT)
10:00am – End-User Panel Discussion
One United Enterprise: The Building Blocks for End-to-End Financial Services Excellence
- Understand strategies for scaling up end-to-end, whether it’s from the back to the front office, or across the globe
- Ensure that OPEX objectives are aligned with strategic business goals
- Remove organisational siloes, achieve buy-in and capture workforce commitment
Abhinav Suri, Head of Process Excellence, TD Bank
10:45am – Vendor Case Study

Combine Automation with Design-Thinking & Achieve High-Performance Transformation
- Create an automated, customer focused organization that’s centered on efficient innovative processes
- The principals and in-practice examples of Design Thinking
- Consistently deliver high-value products and services and gather customer intelligence
11:15am – EU Case Study
The Future of Work: Shaping Your Organizations DNA
- How to manage a multigenerational workforce and shape talent and skills of the future
- Understanding and managing the element of data and automation in creating the future enterprise
- Ensure your workforce talent is embedded in truly agile service teams to accelerate innovation
- How to effectively project manage transformation in increasingly remote environments
11:45am – Break
12:15pm – Vendor Case Study
Supercharge RPA with Cognitive Capabilities, Machine Learning & AI
- Build a clear AI strategy, manage data effectively, invest in the right technology, and build an operating model that supports AI acceleration
- Scale-up successful RPA projects and gain next-level insight into operations, customers, decision making support & more
- Allow the workforce to be promoted to performing higher-value roles
12:45pm – Vendor Case Study
How to Get Your Digital Transformation Eureka Moment in Insurance
- Connect digital transformation delivery with purpose, people and process
- Understand why your delivery is hitting bottlenecks and how to reach your digital transformation goals
- How to take digital projects to the next-level
1:15pm – End-User Panel Discussion
Workforce Excellence: The Key to Maintaining Momentum & Continuous Value-Creation
- Build a highly-skilled, omnichannel workforce that can respond rapidly to evolving customer requirements
- How to align your culture and create change management that sticks
- Keep people at the heart of your organisation and invest in your workforce as your number one asset
Ekaterina Curry, Global Head of Ratings Operations, S&P Global

2:00pm – End of Conference Day One

Wednesday 31st March, 2021 – Conference Day 2
Central Time (CDT)
10:00am – End-User Panel Discussion
Building an Intelligent Enterprise with Multi-Tech Strategy
- How to take an Intelligent Automation approach to transformation with value-add data insights and technology in decision-making, core
infrastructure, customer experience and beyond
- Identify tools with right capabilities for your organization and ensure initiatives are being maintained, monitored and optimized
- The education, training and change management required for implementation
- New innovative uses for technology and agile product delivery
Ryan Davis, Director of Process Improvement, Arvest Bank
Shruti Kakar, Artificial Intelligence Consultant - Artificial Intelligence Enterprise Solutions, Innovation Group, Wells Fargo
Scott MacIntyre, Senior Catalyst, Vanguard
10:45am – Vendor Case Study
From PEX to CX: Delivering Omnichannel Experience in Banking
- Ensure you are delivering speed, simplicity and clarity in the customer journey
- Move from a siloed customer touchpoint or product mind-set, to a seamless, multi-channel holistic approach
- Create personalized, intelligent offerings outside of the traditional banking experience and expectations
11:15am – End-User Case Study
Capacity Strategy: Combining Analytics and Process Fundamentals to Model, Plan, & Optimize Capacity in a Post-COVID World
- Leverage the basic building blocks of capacity modeling to reveal true capacity drivers
- Build tools that enable capacity planning to become an integrated function instead of an isolated routine
- Combine flexibility with specialization to create an agile and responsive workforce
Jordan Benis, Director of Strategy and Operations, Federated Mortgage Corp.

11:45am – Break
12:15pm – Vendor Case Study
Establishing a Successful Process Center of Excellence
- Understand what a CoE looks like, the organisational structure and governance required
- Understand how a digital CoE can work in your organisation, if your program is mature enough, and where you may find bottlenecks
- Building a CoE from the ground-up and the tools your organisation will need to start the journey
12:45pm – Vendor Case Study
Automated Process Mining for Granular Level Business Analytics
- How to get a grip on data management and deploy process mining and intelligence tools
- Unlock detailed, high quality structured data for process improvement decision-making
- Understand what analysis was carried out, the issues pinpointed, how long it took and the reductions achieved in inefficiencies
1:15pm – End-User Panel Discussion
Perfecting The Art of CI: How to Master Continuous Sustainable Improvement
- Continuously improve your processes, workforce and customer satisfaction
- How to imagine new, innovative ideas and manage them from inception to execution
- Deliver products and services that can be tested in the market with less investment
- Promote a flexible and agile response to customer and market requirements
Chinmaya Yerramilli, Senior Director, Operational Excellence - Consumer Banking, Discover Financial Services
Kyle Beam, Senior Process Improvement Advisor, Arvest Bank
2:00pm – End of Conference Day Two

Thursday 8th April, 2021 – Invite-Only Executive Day
Central Time (CDT)
An exclusive closed-door day of insight-driven, through provoking content, led by financial services executives, for financial services executives.
Tailored to the specific priorities of strategic leaders transforming operating models, technology investments, business resources and organizational
initiatives.

Strategy & Leadership
10:00am – Panel Discussion
Leading and Inspiring Transformation in Financial Services
 Lessons learned from executives who have transformed operating models, core infrastructure, resource capacity, and cultural and
organizational changes
 How to keep the pace of agile decision making, product delivery and customer support
 Aligning business and IT and focusing on high-value technology investment
 Leading with smart business continuity and using disruption as an opportunity for innovation
Bradley Nelson, Vice President - Business Operations / Process Re-Engineering, JPMorgan Chase & Co.
10:30am – Presentation
Grassroots Culture Shift: Sowing the Seeds of End-to-End Behavioral Change
 How culture can be adopted through a grassroots movement rather than a dictated re-direction of strategy
 How to identify the root-cause of resistance and the reasons why organizational culture won’t stick
 Working with the organization to shape a culture rather than replace a culture
11:15am – Break
Process Transformation
11:25am – Presentation
Cut Through the Noise & Prioritize High-Value Business Investments
 How to select, monitor and measure the impact of projects that drive high-performance results
 Become an innovation driven organization that empowers the workforce with the tools and skills for long-term business impact
 Embrace technology investments in a truly strategic and agile way
Angela Lopez, Vice President Innovation Strategy Manager, JPMorgan Chase & Co.
11:55am – Panel Discussion
Passport for Revolution: Risk-taking, Creativity and Challenging the Status Quo in OPEX Strategy
 Empower people to work in new ways and facilitate creative and collaborative business transformation efforts




Give the green light on learn-by-failing, volunteering ideas and to questioning historical ways of working
How to pilot these principals in risk-averse, bureaucratised or regulated organisations

Adam Weiner, Vice President, AQR Capital Management
Kelly McNeil, Vice President, Strategic Initiatives & Operations Program Manager, Fulton Bank
Angela Lopez, Vice President Innovation Strategy Manager, JPMorgan Chase & Co.

12:40pm – Break
Smart Technology Integration
12:50pm – Presentation
Re-Aligning Intelligent Automation with Business Transformation Objectives
 Using IA, Big Data, Machine Learning & AI as a vehicle for achieving organizational goals
 Understand where re-alignment is needed and bring together IT and operations for smoother digital transformation execution
 Choosing the right digital tools to gain momentum, funding, and support from the boardroom to the front line
Himanshu Kalkar, Vice President – Enterprise Analytics & Insights, AI Strategy, Fidelity Investments
1:20pm – Panel Discussion
Paving a New Future Through World-Class Digital Transformation Strategy
 Lessons learned from digital transformations, from strategy inception to execution
 How successful IT functions were built through collaboration with operations, soundproof tools and future focused talent
 Aligning a killer strategy with organizational change and advanced technologies
 How digital transformation can both drive, and be driven by innovation in your organization
Himanshu Kalkar, Vice President – Enterprise Analytics & Insights, AI Strategy, Fidelity Investments
1:55pm – Closing Keynote
The 360° Approach to OPEX: What Are We Missing?

Have you ever wondered why your transformation is hitting hurdles? Or maybe you have identified your roadblocks, but the reality is that it’s still not
reaching its full potential?
This innovative session combines real-time findings from attendee approaches, challenges and priorities discussed with Michael throughout OPEX in
Financial Services. Discussing gaps in knowledge using Michael’s pioneering ‘Wagon Wheel’ framework, this session gives you a unique, tailored
prescription for achieving holistic end-to-end results.
Michael Meyer, Vice President, Customer Experience & Operational Excellence, Greater New York Insurance Companies
1:25pm – End of Executive Day

